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About This Game

Pixel Privateers is a Squad Based Tactical RPG “Loot ‘Em Up” that will send your team of mercenaries through a mysterious
wormhole on a quest to gather technology for your employer. In a twist of fate, your journey becomes a one-way ticket – with
an entire galaxy of worlds to explore, factions to encounter, and epic gear to collect. Will you make it back home, make your

mark in this new universe, or become another victim of the many dangers of the cosmos? Ultimately, how your story plays out is
up to you!

Focusing on a user-customizable experience and robust multiplayer within the framework of a deep and engaging space
exploration RPG, Pixel Privateers seeks to provide a truly accessible experience that will appeal to gamers of all types and skill

levels.

GAMEPLAY DETAILS

Huge Universe to Explore

Navigate your ship through the universe and land on any planet you choose! Take care, however, for many perils await – from
warring factions to bloodthirsty aliens and more!

True Tactical, Squad-Based Combat
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Control your squad individually in tactical mode - where you issue orders and have them carried out - or control your squad as one
- directing them all at once!

Accessible Gameplay

 An array of difficulty settings will allow you to enjoy the game in a more casual manner – or challenge yourself in Hardcore
Mode where death is quite permanent!

Storyline and Factions

 Learn the history of various factions and their place in the universe, and become part of the intrigue yourself. Where do your
loyalties lie? What part will you play? See how the story unfolds!

Deep Skill and Tech Trees

 Advance your knowledge and conquer: Gain awesome new skills, abilities, and technologies as you research alien artifacts. Train
and advance individual crew members by enhancing their stats and collecting better gear!

Interactive Ship

 Tired of all that adventuring? Spend some time building up and exploring your Ship! Maybe even hang out in your own on board
bar - complete with a band to entertain you!

Epic Loot!

 Plenty of awesome gear to make you a powerhouse is out there for the taking! Break down items you don’t need into Matter that
can be spent in a variety of ways to enhance your crew.

Post Launch Content

We plan to bring free content expansions to Pixel Privateers post-launch. Encompassing not only our ideas, but also suggestions
from the Community, we are looking forward to actively supporting Privateers for a long while to come.
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Title: Pixel Privateers
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Quadro Delta
Publisher:
Re-Logic
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: i5-3337U @1.8Ghz or above

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Pixel Shader Capable Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Broadband connection needed for online multiplayer

English
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Remember: that evade is a lie and the seagulls are out for blood. It is a nice interactive game with high level thinking. A nice
time passing game.. Horrid Game!
Bad Graphics, Bad Mechanics, Bad Voice Acting, Bad Controls, Bad Humor with racial voicing

The only reason to get this game would be if it were in a bundle with some actually good games. Great puzzles!. mmm.... Okay
look. I loved this game back in the day. BUT! I feel like this game was meant for and better for console. I know that may be
hard to believe, it's an RTS... but let me explain.

Your Camera movement is restricted to your currently controlled units. There is no free panning with your mouse like
traditional RTS games.

Also, the factional warfare multiplayer part of the game is long long dead. I think you might still be able to play with a friend
but I was turned off before I could attempt it.

I love the games concept. I ABSOLUTELY LOVE the infantry and wish there was more emphasis on them. They're also the
only other thing aside from Artillery and WMD strikes that keep this game from being completely rock paper scissors style
combat (Tanks --kill--> LAV's --kill--> Helicopters --kill--> Tanks)

With all this said. I loved this game on console, the voice commands are very responsive and the game is legitimitaly
challenging. However for PC, I can't reccomend this game.

If they made a legit Endwar 2, kept the voice commands but made it a bit more classic rts camera style with more unique units.
This game would be legendary.. A very nice game. Great concept but it has an "I do not know what is missing". I really like the
destructible enviroments, nice weapons, but the explosion somties do not work very well. Too bad almost anyone is playing it. I
would love a full game of 64 players to see how is ti like.

8.2/10. The most autistic meme infested, trap game ever.

Anyway, Oh♥♥♥♥♥♥I'm sorry...

Anyway ♥♥♥♥ that memory game!. This is just barely reccomended for now as I don't think the game is good enough to
warrant a purchase yet, but given a few more additions and fixes it might just be a fun little game.

Props to the devs for hot fixing the issue with the seated position on the Oculus Rift within a few hours of release and user
feedback.
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So for the mini review of this Early Access game:

Pros
- Great concept
- Lots of potential for fast and furious dog fights
- If you enjoyed the ending of Independence Day this probably is for you
- Very fluid and fast gameplay with good framerates
- Priced right for this type of game unlike so many other VR games out now

Cons:
- For some reason my guns and missiles auto fire - the dev stated they used the xbox 360 gamepads for development, and I'm
using the xbone gamepad so that might be the issue - should be fixed as xbone pad comes standard with the Rift
- The scale of the cockpit and pilot model is off - I would say it is about 150 % of what it should be
- Extremely unrealistic flight model - yes, it is an action game but you go just as fast up down and to the sides there is no drag or
gravity. It shouldn't be DCS World style, but a little bit more realism would make for more tactical gameplay and hopefully
make it more interesting
- Some geometry glitch on the ground needs to be fixed, seems a solid is poking through the textures - nothing major it just is
very noticeable
- The ground textures could possibly be made a little bit higher resolution on the highest gfx settings as they look very bland now
- A little more developed targeting system would be welcome - leading reticule for guns and a more solid lock on mechanism
with tone for missiles maybe
- The enemy AI could be a bit more after the player - they have a tendency to leave me all alone at the start at least

At this price you can probably afford getting it even though it needs work - given some more development it could be an ok title
for smaller play sessions.. This game is so horribly bad, but I bought it during the Steam Winter Sales for NZ89c because
penguinz0 (Cr1tiKal) played this game. Cr1tiKal is a YouTuber that loves bad games and I want a little collection of really bad
games myself. Perhaps one day they'll come in handy? Only buy this as a joke or send it to someone you don't like as a big f***
you gift.. A short experience that shows how story telling should be done in VR.
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Yes its free easy lots of people will trade anything for anythng f you don't like this game and give it a bad rating just don't rate at
all it's free don't \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about it you can make an account and get rich fast just stop ok ... stop. I
really enjoyed this game and its reworking of the classic survival horror genre. Visuals suit the tone of the game and I look
forward to the next episodes. Please don't take too long.. What the hell is this game?

That is the first thing I thought to myself when I saw it pop on my screen. It looks bizarre, weird and strangely otherworldly. Of
course my inner hipster was stronger and I could not resist trying out this obscure and somewhat strange game.

This game is actually really easy to pick up, you run across a randomly generated world which takes place on a hyperbolic plane.
This makes it actually really unique and strangely absorbing. You basically collect loot and kill enemies on the way, trying to get
a new high score. You defeat enemies by moving to their tile, there are no rpg mechanics or combat. It is actually more of a
puzzle game and figuring out how to plan your next movement is quite important. At some point enemies become numerous and
they change their style, some prove other challenges and new ways to defeat you. Furthermore some of the areas that you travel
through have various gimmicks that spice up the game.

For 99 cents you cannot really go wrong, simply due to it's simple nature and unique take. There could be some kind of
animation and better models for characters but it's servicable.

DISCLAIMER: This game might cause some severe motion sickness, I never had problems in my life with playing
games but Hyperrogue might make you feel nauseous. So beware.

. I bought this DLC to support the Devs since it is a free game after all, and the hair styles are pret... You know what, I'm not
gonna kid myself, I just wanted the Cat Ears for my Waifu.... Just not fun. Plays too much like a mobile game. Needs better
interface for PC.. Alekhine's Gun is a 3rd person stealth game in which you decide the method by which to complete each of
the 11 stages. It'll take some time learning enemy routine and where / how to execute a cunning take down, but when you've
mastered it, you'll delight in your plan.

The graphics are good, although not up to AAA standard, the sfx are on par and the gameplay is excellent. This game will not
hold your hand. If you like a challenge, this is the game for you.

https://youtu.be/NvnMQ5ubXnA. A wholesome experience 10/10. Canyon Capers is a great little game.

Don't be fooled by the cute graphics, as this has some really good hardcore gaming, even with the super simple controls. You'll
breeze through the early levels, and then it starts getting harder, or at least thats what I've found.

There's a good mix of achievements in here too... a few you'll get straight away, and some are way more skill based, that will
take some time to earn.

I've given this a good couple of hours play now, and its really got that 'one more go' thing, as the difficulty ramps up, and im
going to be giving it a good few more at least. I'm finding i'm learning the levels, and pathing some fastest routes around them. It
takes me back to when we used to make maps of levels as kids. I want 3 stars on every map.

I really hope the developers keep doing updates. There's a lot of promise in this one. Its great that indie's make games like this.

Its probably not for everybody, but if you like platformers... you'll love this one.

. Writing this for all the MonsterCat DLC - Personally, I am super disappointed. Nothing hooked me at all, not a patch on the
original songs (and you can imagine how many times I have heard them). Regret buying these, even as support for the devs -
which feels very sad to say as I've been a big fan up till now. All I can say is that I advise you find a way to listen to these tracks
before buying, to make sure they are to your taste.. TLDR - It is a great game! Awesome story but you will have to work to get
the true ending.

Long version: The artwork really puts you into the feel of the story. The music puts the eerie chill into the air. You make your
first daughter homonculus and get attached to her as you run your tasks and trials of everyday life. But the question comes down
to it.. are you willing to put aside everything to rescue your own flesh and blood daughter? And if that answer is yes, are you
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willing to murder your newly created homonculus daughter to obtains the means to revive your real daughter?

This game puts your good nature to the test.
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